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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel image segmentation approach
that integrates fully convolutional networks (FCNs) with a level set
model. Compared with a FCN, the integrated method can incorporate
smoothing and prior information to achieve an accurate segmentation.
Furthermore, different than using the level set model as a post-processing
tool, we integrate it into the training phase to fine-tune the FCN. This
allows the use of unlabeled data during training in a semi-supervised
setting. Using two types of medical imaging data (liver CT and left ven-
tricle MRI data), we show that the integrated method achieves good
performance even when little training data is available, outperforming
the FCN or the level set model alone.
Keywords: Image segmentation, Level set, Deep learning, FCN, Semi-
supervised learning, Shape prior
1 Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the central problems in medical imaging. It is often
more challenging than natural image segmentation as the results are expected
to be highly accurate, but at the same time, little training data is provided.
To address these issues, often strong assumptions and anatomical priors are
imposed on the expected segmentation results. For quite a few years, the field
was dominated by energy-based approaches, where the segmentation task is for-
mulated as an energy minimization problem. Different types of regularizers and
priors [1] can be easily incorporated into such formulations. Since the seminal
work of Chan and Vese [2], the level set has been one of the preferred models
due to its ability to handle topological changes of the segmentation function.
Nevertheless, there are some limitations of traditional level set approaches: they
rely on a good contour initialization and a good guess of parameters involved in
the model. Additionally, they often have a relatively simple appearance model
despite some progress [1,3].
The recently introduced deep neural net architectures address some of these
issues by automatically learning appearance models from a large annotated
dataset. Moreover, FCNs [4] have been proved successful in many segmenta-
tion tasks including medical imaging [5,6]. Despite their success, FCNs have a
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few limitations compared to traditional energy-based approaches: they have no
explicit way of incorporating regularization and prior information. The network
often requires a lot of training data and tends to produce low-resolution results
due to subsampling in the strided convolutional and pooling layers.
We address these limitations by proposing an integrated FCN-levelset model
that iteratively refines the FCN using a level set module. We show that (1) the
integrated model achieves good performance even when little training data is
available, outperforming the FCN or level set alone and (2) the unified iterative
model trains the FCN in a semi-supervised way, which allows an efficient use of
the unlabeled data. In particular, we show that using only a subset of the training
data with labels, the jointly-trained FCN achieves comparable performance with
the FCN trained with the whole training set.
Few other works address the problem of introducing smoothness into convo-
lutional nets by using explicit regularization terms in the cost function [7] or by
using a conditional random field (CRF) either as a post-processing step [8,9] or
jointly trained [10] with the FCN or CNN. However, only specific graphical mod-
els can be trained with the FCN pipeline, and they cannot easily integrate shape
priors. A joint deep learning and level set approach has also been recently pro-
posed [11,12], but their work considers a generative model (deep belief network
DBM) that is not trained by the joint model.
2 Methods
An overview of the proposed FCN-levelset framework is shown in Fig. 1. The
FCN is pre-trained with a small dataset with labels. Next, in the semi-supervised
training stage, the integrated FCN and level set model is trained with both la-
beled (top half of Fig.1) and unlabeled (bottom half of Fig.1) data. The segmen-
tation is gradually refined by the level set at each iteration. Based on the refined
segmentation the loss is computed and back-propagated through the network to
improve the FCN. With the FCN trained in this manner, inference is done in
the traditional way. A new image is fed to the network and a probability map
of the segmentation is obtained. The output can be further refined by the level
set if desired. The following subsections show details on the level set model as
well as the integration with FCN.
2.1 The level set method
Following traditional level set formulations [2,13], an optimal segmentation is
found by minimizing a functional of the following form:
E(Φ,A) = Eshape(Φ,A) + µEsmooth(Φ) + λEdata(Φ) (1)
where Φ(·), defined over the image domain Ω, is a signed distance function that
encodes the segmentation boundary. µ and λ are constants manually tuned and
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed FCN-levelset model. The pre-trained FCN is refined
by further training with both labeled (top) and unlabeled data (bottom). The level
set gets initialized with the probability map produced by the pre-trained FCN and
provides a refined contour for fine-tuning the FCN. Green and blue arrows denote the
forward pass and the back-propagation, respectively.
kept fixed during experiments. The nonuniform smoothness term has the form
of a weighted curve length:
Esmooth(Φ) =
∫ ∫
Ω
δα(Φ(x))b(·)|∇Φ(x)| dΩ, (2)
where δα(·) is the regularized Dirac function. The weights b(·) are inversely pro-
portional to the image gradients. The data term models the object/background
intensity distribution as:
Edata(Φ) =
∫ ∫
Ω
Hα(Φ(x)) log(PO(x))dΩ +
∫ ∫
Ω
(1−Hα(Φ(x))) log(PB(x))dΩ
(3)
where Hα(·) is the Heaviside function. PO : R+ → [0, 1] and PB : R+ →
[0, 1] are the probabilities belonging to object/background regions. In our model,
the probabilities estimated by the FCN are used. The shape term is a critical
component in knowledge-based segmentation. Based on the squared difference
between the evolving level set and the shape prior level set, we choose [14]:
Eshape(Φ) =
∫ ∫
Ω
δα(Φ(x))
(
SΦ(x)− Φ(x)M(A(x))
)2
dΩ (4)
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where Φ(·)M denotes the shape model. A(x) = SRx + T is an affine transfor-
mation between the shape prior and the current segmentation.
To optimize the segmentation energy functional Eq. (1), calculus of variations
is utilized. The position of the curve is updated by a geometric flow. Jointly with
the evolution of Φ, the transformation parameters A are also estimated.
2.2 The integrated FCN-levelset model
FCN. We create a shallow FCN to make the network less prone to over-fitting
on a small training set. Fewer pooling layers are added to achieve a finer seg-
mentation. We only have 4 convolutional layers with 23938 parameters and a
total subsampling rate of 8 for liver segmentation, while 7 convolutional layers
with 51238 parameters and a total subsampling rate of 6 are used for the left
ventricle segmentation. Each convolution contains a 3× 3× 3 filter followed by
a rectified linear unit (ReLu), and then a max pooling with strides of two. An
upconvolution is added right after a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution to achieve a dense
prediction. During training, we randomly initialize all new layers by drawing
weights from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.01
and ADADELTA[15] was used to optimize the cross entropy loss:
L(y, x; θ) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
[y(i) lnP (x(i); θ) + (1− y(i)) ln(1− P (x(i); θ))] (5)
where N is the number of pixels in one image, (x(i),y(i)) denotes the pixel i and
its label, θ is the network parameter and P (x(i); θ) denotes the network predicted
probability of x(i) belonging to the object.
FCN-levelset. The pre-trained FCN is further refined by the integrated level
set module. Each unlabeled image is fed to the FCN and produces a probability
map. It provides the level set module with a reliable initialization and fore-
ground/background distribution for Edata(Φ) in Eq. (3). The level set further
refines the output of the FCN. We compute the cross entropy loss between the
FCN prediction and the level set output as the label. This loss is back propa-
gated through the network to update the weights θ. In this manner, the FCN
can implicitly learn the prior knowledge which is imposed on the level set es-
pecially from the unlabeled portion of dataset. Tuning the model weights only
with the unlabeled data may cause drastic changes and corrupt the well learned
weights θ from the labeled data. This is especially important at the beginning of
the joint training when the performance of the system is not yet good. To make
the learning progress smooth, the integrated FCN-levelset model is trained with
both labeled and unlabeled data as illustrated in Fig. 1.
During the joint training, to ensure a stable improvement, the memory replay
technique is used. It prevents some outliers from disrupting the training. In
this technique, a dynamic buffer is used to cache the recently trained samples.
Whenever the buffer is capped, a training on the buffer data is triggered which
updates the network weights. Then the oldest sample is removed from the buffer
and next training iteration is initiated.
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Inference. To infer the segmentation, a forward pass through the FCN is re-
quired to get the probability map. The level set is initialized and the data term
is set according to this probability map. Then the final segmentation is obtained
by refining the output contour from the FCN. Different from the training where
level set is mainly used to improve the performance of the FCN, inference is a
post-processing step and the refined output is not back propagated to the FCN.
3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Data
Liver Segmentation contains a total of 20 CT scans [16]. All segmentations
were created manually by radiology experts, working slice-by-slice in transversal
view. The scans are randomly shuffled and divided into training (10 scans),
validation (5 scans) and testing (5 scans). We select the middle 6 slices from
each scan and form our data sets.
Left Ventricle Segmentation is a collection of 45 cine-MR sequences (about
20 slices each) taken during one breath hold cycle [17]. Manual segmentation is
provided by an expert for images at end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES)
phases. The original data division was used in our experiments where the 45 se-
quences are randomly divided into 3 subsets, each with 15 sequences, for training,
validation, and testing. All slices are selected from the scans.
For both datasets, we divide the training set in two, labeled (30% of the
liver data; 50% of the left ventricle data) and unlabeled part. The ground truth
segmentation is not provided for the unlabeled part to simulate a scenario where
only a percentage of data is available for supervised training.
3.2 Experiments
The networks used in the experiments are described in Section 2.2. As the level
set method is sensitive to the initialization, the FCN needs to be pre-trained
on the labeled part of data. During training, the batch size was 12, and the
maximum number of epochs was set to 500. The best model on the validation
set was stored and used for evaluations.
The level set models used for liver and left ventricle data are slightly different,
depending on their properties. For liver data, we use a weighted curve length as
the smoothness term with b(·) = 11+|∇I(x)|2 in Eq. (2). The left ventricle data
has no obvious edges, so b(·) = 1 is used.
All experiments are performed on 2D slices. The shape prior is randomly
taken from the ground truth segmentations. To show the superiority of the
proposed integrated FCN-leveset model and its potential for semi-supervised
learning we compared five models:
(i) Pre-trained FCN: trained with labeled images from the training set (30% of
the liver data; 50% of the left ventricle data);
(ii) Post-processing Level set: Model (i) with post-processing level set;
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(a) Manual Initialization (b) Initialization with probability map
Fig. 2. Impact of initialization to level set. Both (a) manual initialization and (b)
initialized with probability map evolve the contour for 50 iterations. The blue contour
is the ground truth; the yellow contour is the initialization and the red one is the
segmentation results after 50 iterations.
(iii) Jointly-trained FCN: the FCN module of the integrated model jointly trained
with the level set;
(iv) FCN-levelset: the proposed integrated model as described in Section 2.2.
(v) Baseline FCN: FCN trained on all images in the training set.
The performance of the above methods is evaluated using Dice score and In-
tersection over Union (IoU) score. Both scores measure the amount of overlap
between the predicted region and the ground truth region.
Baseline FCNFCN-levelsetJointly-trained FCNPost-processing Level SetPre-trained FCN
Fig. 3. Example segmentation of the five models. Output contour is in red while the
ground truth is in blue. The top and bottom rows show the results on liver dataset
and left ventricle dataset, respectively. The five columns correspond to the five models
shown in Table 1.
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3.3 Results
To illustrate the sensitivity of the level set method to initializations, we compared
the output contours under different initializations, as shown in Fig. 2. The level
set with manual initialization Fig. 2(a) converges to a proper shape (red) but
with low precision. Initialization with the FCN predicted probability map Fig.
2(b) leads to a faster and more accurate convergence after a few iterations.
Notably, when initialized with the probability map, the level set managed to
eliminate the wrongly segmented parts (yellow) in the FCN output.
The performance of the five models described in Section 3.2 on the two
datasets is summarized in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3. Both datasets showed
that the joint semi-supervised training improves the performance of the deep
network. For liver data, the level set initialized with the probability map outper-
formed the pre-trained FCN by 4%. Through the joint training, FCN was fine-
tuned and got an improvement of 3%. The performance of FCN-levelset was in-
creased by 8% for Dice Score and 13% for IoU score compared to the pre-trained
FCN. Notably, despite using only a few manually labeled images, the integrated
model performed even better than the baseline FCN, where the improvement
was about 3% in Dice Score and 4% in IoU. The integrated FCN-levelset model
has clear advantage in datasets where the segmented object presents a prominent
shape.
Table 1. Performance comparison on liver and left ventricle datasets of the five models
detailed in Section 3.2
Dataset Model Dice Score IoU
Liver Pre-trained FCN 0.843 0.729
Post-processing level set 0.885 0.794
Jointly-trained FCN 0.879 0.784
FCN-levelset 0.923 0.857
Baseline FCN 0.896 0.811
Left Ventricle Pre-trained FCN 0.754 0.605
Post-processing level set 0.678 0.620
Jointly-trained FCN 0.772 0.623
FCN-levelset 0.788 0.635
Baseline FCN 0.804 0.672
Left ventricle data is more challenging for the level set model to distinguish
the object from the background. Mainly due to the lack of a clear regional
property. However, the joint model still improved the performance of the FCN
by 2% during training. The FCN-levelset (trained with only 50% data) was able
to improve the segmentation result by 3% compared to the pre-trained FCN and
achieved a comparable performance to the baseline FCN (trained with all data).
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4 Discussion
In this paper a novel technique for integrating a level set with a fully convolu-
tional network is presented. This technique combines the generality of convolu-
tional networks with the precision of the level set method. Two advantages of
this integration are shown in the paper. First, using the level set initialized with
the FCN output can achieve better performance than the FCN alone. Second, as
a training technique, by utilizing unlabeled data and jointly training the FCN
with the level set, improves the FCN performance. While the proposed model
is only 2D binary segmentation and has a simple shape prior, its extension to
3D and more complex probabilistic shape models is straightforward and we are
currently working on it.
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